April, 2021

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

First million mile was in
2007, can’t make out the
month from the pic pat
sent. Second was Nov
2013. We lost a lot of data
and info when they shut
down the server for
AS400. Updating
the spreadsheet off pictures
from the terminals from the
plaques.

This photo taken June 07
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Rick Abbott (center) is flanked by
BCT Operations Mgr. Mike Hayes
(left) and BCT General Mgr. Dan
Bernert. Abbott, who started
with BCT in 2000, is now the third
to reach three million miles of
safe driving without a preventable
accident. He follows Jack Garner
and Richard Cooper who had
earned the honor in years past.
(Story Page 4)
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Welcome to new and returning
drivers who have joined the ranks
of BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking
Operations during the past month.
Jamacine Thomas, of Lafayette,
Louisiana March 1 as a new driver for
Owner-Operator Mervin Malbrough.
John Castorena of Temple, Texas
March 5 as a new Owner-Operator out of
DeRidder.
Stephanie Davis of Ford, Washington
March 8 as a new Owner-Operator out of
Wallula.

Alfredo Hernandez of Sunnyside,
Washington March 10 as a returning Owner
-Operator out of Wallula.
Robert Dechenne of Kuna, Idaho
March 12 as a returning Company Driver
for the Boise Fleet.
Kristopher Leiter of North Vernon,
Indiana March 15 as a new Trillium Driver
for Columbus.
Tarim Turnbull of Mobile, Alabama
March 17 as a new Driver for OwnerOperator Tarim Turnbull.
Christopher Olds of Pasco,
Washington March 17 as a new Spotter for
at Wallula for Owner-Operator Bob Hurley.
Oscar Nateras Paniagua of Walla
Walla, Washington March 19 as a new
Wallula Spotter for Owner-Operator Bob
Hurley.

Arturo Aguilar of Waco, Texas March
19 as a new Owner-Operator out of
DeRider.
Sarah Bowen of Boise, Idaho March 25
as a new Company Driver for Boise.
Samuel Draper of Robinson, Texas
March 26, a former Company Driver who
has purchased a truck and become an
Owner-Operator out of Waco.
Ernest Herrera of El Monte, California
March 29 as a new Staffmark Driver for
Commer.
Archie Ware of McGregor, Texas
March 30 as a new Company Driver for
Waco.
Jeremy Landry of Opelousas,
Louisiana April 1 as a new Owner-Operator
out of Jackson.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us
connect with future drivers. Page 11.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who knows
a driver who would be a good ‘fit’ for

BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Watch where you
put your hands !
We are experiencing some
growing pains here in Waco.
With that we are adding another
planner in Waco, which is a good
thing, but we have to make room
for them as well.
I found an option that would
make it possible for everyone to
have their own workspace. But
that meant we needed to install
cubicles in the office.
I received a call from a shipping company saying they had
our product and they were going
to deliver the units. When they
arrived, there were quite a few
boxes on a pallet. I knew at that

moment that it
this was going to
be a lot of work.
Imagine getting a living room
of furniture from
Ikea. It looks
great in the store,
but when you finally get it home,
there are like a lot
of boards, hardware and a million
screws, nuts and
bolts.
When the day
came to assemble I opened one
of the 16 boxes
and laid out all
the pieces. The
instructions were
as detailed as
Ron Bates says he was rushing and frustrated when
anyone would
the injury happened.
expect when putting together furniject, trying to get
ture, very generic
done quickly
“All was going well until itand
with low quality
was defione of the boards split. nitely frustrated.
images. I was
fortunate to have
I did notice it, but
Which of course
Daniel Henry in
led to Eyes and
didn’t give it much
the office to try
Mind not on task
attention.”
and decipher the
along with putinstructions. We
ting my hand in
started putting
the line of fire.
together the first cubicle with
It easy to get complacent, it
much frustration and maybe a
could
have been worse, I could
few bad words spoken.
have cut my finger deeper than I
All was going well until one of
did, needing to go to the clinic to
the boards split. I did notice it,
get stiches. As it was, I just
but didn’t give it much attention.
needed to put a bandage on it
A few minutes later I ran my
with the admonition to pay closer
hand across the split board and it
attention to my surroundings.
cut one of my fingers pretty good.
As soon as I did it, I knew I
had to write up a story for SafeStart. I was rushing the pro-

-Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
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Three million safe-driving miles

Awareness helps insure against safety issues on highway
“Safety milestones are worth
celebrating. Driving a million
miles without a preventable accident is amazing. Driving two million miles without a preventable

Abbott’s first driving
job resulted in his
first million miles
Rick Abbott started his
driving career in 1974 working with the Nestle Corporation. The Company was Carnation at the time and he was
working as a forklift driver. He
had a chance to ride occasionally with a shuttle driver
who hauled french fries from
the processing plant to cold
storage about five miles
away. On empty return trips,
the driver turned the truck
over to Abbott.
It wasn’t much experience but it was enough to get
him a truck driving job when
a position opened. “I asked
for the job …but I didn’t expect to get it,” Abbott said. He
started hauling potatoes from
agricultural areas like Hermiston, Oregon to processors. And then he would deliver finished products to locations throughout the west.
He became a million mile
safe driver for that company
before signing on with BCT.
“I don’t really believe in
jumping around much,” said
Abbott of changing jobs. BCT
is only the second company
for which he has driven. He
said he had compared leases
with drivers of other companies years ago and, despite
variations, “the bottom line
was about the same.”

happens rarely. But reaching
three million miles of safe driving
is like the crowning achievement
on a stellar professional career,”
said Randy Bailey, BCT Manager
of Driver Services and Safety.
In March, Owner-Operator
Rick Abbott became the third
BCT driver ever to reach that
mark.
Rick Abbott was a little nervous entering the winter driving
season this past year. “Randy
said I was getting close to three
million miles, he said. He was a
little worried that knowing he was
close might be a jinx...like telling
a pitcher in the seventh inning he
has a no-hitter going.
Reaching the three million
mile mark “seemed like it took a
little longer than the last two. Abbott made to one million with
BCT in 2007. In 2013, he hit two
million miles.
Each time he has noted that
paying attention to what’s happening around him is key to his
safe driving. “I’m kind of a loner,”
he said about his driving. “I don’t
run with a pack of guys …. so I
can get into my own pattern.”
When he needs to, he stops
for a rest.
Abbott has crossed the million, two million and three million
mile marks in the same truck...a
2005 Kenworth he bought new.
While he isn’t quite ready to retire
(he’s looking at it) he doesn’t
want to buy a new truck. “I think
I’m going to overhaul it and run a
couple more years.”
When he finally does retire, it
will be to spend more time with
his wife Susan. They’ve been
married for ten years now but
have know each other for much
longer. “I had a crush on her in
high school,” Abbott said. Both

moved on to other lives before
they were reunited in 2009. Their
combined family includes four
adult children and seven grandchildren.
By most standards, Abbott
has run hard to put in the miles
he has in such a short time.

Rick Abbott
While 10,000 a month (120,000
annually) might be a good average for many truck drivers, Abbott has averaged 150,000 during his time with BCT.
“Running east helps accumulate miles a little,” he said. But
he admits to not talking off much
time through the years.
Abbott says nothing but nice
things about BCT and the people
with whom he works. “To me, it’s
a team effort on everything,” he
said. “I like my job.”
In addition to the plaque
marking his achievement, About
will receive a cash award, a jacket and more.

Trucking
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Lots of good things to say about top driver
When it was announced that Rick
Abbott was BCT’s
newest Three Million
Mile Safe Driver,
Load Planner Shana
Freedman was quick
to respond. “I know
Amy can attest to this
as well, he really is
hands down one of
the best drivers to
work with, she said.
Amy Barron,
who worked as Load
Planner with Abbott
before she became
Terminal Manager at
Jackson was quick to re- Rick Abbott with Amy Barron and Pat Robinson
he earned his first Million Mile Award.
spond.
“I agree 100%. Rick is one of
the winter when a majority of the
the best drivers I have had the
trucks are parked due to weather
pleasure of working with. He
or road conditions, he still manwas always up for whatever I had
ages to get the loads delivered.
to offer him. He never comHe never calls with issues or
plained about loads or miles or
complaints, he just handles whatdeadhead. Rick is always proever is thrown at him. Rick is a
fessional and has a great persontrue professional and it's been an
ality that makes him fun and easy
honor to work with him all these
to work with and a good friend.
years.”
Congrats Rick!!! I am proud that
Randy Bailey, BCT ManagI was a part of a few of those
er of Driver Services and Safemiles.”
ty said that Abbott is “probably
“Over the years, Rick has alone of the best Owners BCT has
ways been a pleasure to work
ever had lease on! He is a class
with. No matter what problems
act for sure...a great person.”
we may have with a load or
“Rick is the third BCT driver
equipment, he's always a true
to
achieve
three million preventaprofessional that you can count
ble
accident
free miles, said BCT
on to get the job done safely. If
General
Manager
Dan Bernert.
we could clone 100 more drivers
One
thing
that
all
three
have in
like Rick, we'd have no transporcommon
is
that
their
character
tation issues, said recruiting
mirrors their driving habits....easy
Manager Pat Robinson.
going, but always alert. They are
all better than most at managing
Operations Manager Mike
their available hours of service.
Hayes on Abbott: “With 3 million
As a result, they are always drivsafe miles, obviously Mr. Abbott
ing well rested and never rushing
knows how to operate safely.
to get to their destination....yet
The thing that gets me is during
always on time.

“Rick is a dispatcher's dream
come true. Most of
the problems he
encounters on the
road you never
hear about because he resolves
on his own and
goes about his
business of delivering loads on
time safely. He is
consistently one of
the top three mileage trucks year
after year and I
don't ever recall
when
Rick turning down a dispatch in 21 years.
“Tremendous achievement
by a remarkable individual.”

Average driver only
travels 750,000 miles
in their lifetime
The Federal Highway The
Federal Highway Administration
estimates the average person
now drives about 13,500 miles
per year.
With drivers starting at age
16, most drivers get about 57
years of driving in during their
lifetime...maybe 750,000 miles.
They would have had more than
three accidents during that time.
BCT’s Rick Abbott drove
about one million miles every six
or seven years before he
reached three million about 20
years. And he did it with zero
preventable accidents.
That average driver would
have to drive about 222 years to
reach three million miles.
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Diagnosis: corroded wires shut down truck
I would like to thank Jimbo Matthis for his efforts in diagnosing an
electrical problem on a truck.
We had recently sold some of
our 2015 KW’s and a transport company came in to pick up one of the
trucks for the buyer. The driver
made it about 20 miles north of the
terminal and the truck shut down on
him.
Since we were the closest shop
with a Davie tool, they requested to
bring it back to us. I told them even
though it was no longer
Jimbo Matthis
our responsibility, we
would attempt to help find the problem.

DeRidder’s Jimbo
Matthishit the road
to help a driver get
going and found this
corroded connector
that was causing
problems.

As it turned out, there was a connector in the wiring
harness between the under hood fuse panel and the
ECM that had gotten moisture in it and was severely
corroded, causing a pin to break. Jimbo was able to
make a temporary repair and get the driver on the way.
Thanks, Jimbo, for taking the time and sticking with the
process to get the truck repaired and the driver on his
way.

-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.

Remembering ‘great man, mentor, driver and friend’
I met Mike
Rowland driver code
"ROWM" the
very first day
of my trucking
career starting
on 3-7-1994.
Mike was a
little rough
around the
Chris Linder edges when
having to deal
with a new dispatcher, but he
mostly was always kidding and
joking and always willing to work
with me calling me "Junior" for
my lack of my knowledge.

Mike taught me a lot about
hauling all sorts of flatbed freight
from back in the days of hauling
Pulpboard on flatbeds out of IPGardner, IP-North Bend, GPToledo, Willamette-Albany,
Weyco-Springfield all of which
have closed, and or have
changed names now. He used
to haul all sorts of lumber, plywood, particleboard, sheetrock,
etc from all over Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana.
Mike was also a "Pioneer"
who taught me a lot about 4 Axle
tractors and 53' 4 Axle trailers,
since he was one of the first to
convert his tractor from 3 axles to

4 axles so he could start hauling
60' BCI and LVL beams from
Boise Cascade's plant in White
City,OR. Mike used to love hauling beams to the BMD in Billings,
MT. He worked very hard and
was very safe, he always did an
excellent job and customers always loved him.
I have worked in trucking 27
years now and got to enjoy working with "ROWM" for a lot of it
before he retired. Mike was a
great Man, Mentor, Driver, and
Friend, he will be missed.

-Chris Linder
BCT Pricing Mgr.
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Long-time BCT Owner-Operator passes at 75
Mike Rowland, a long-time
Driver for BCT, died earlier this
year in Boise Idaho at the age of
75.
Mike and his wife Bonnie
were high school sweethearts
who graduated from Boise’s Borah High School in 1963. They
were married in 1964 and spent
their lives in the Boise area after
a brief stint in Seattle.
He started driving for Compton Transfer but, when they went
on strike, Bonnie encouraged
Mike to sign on with Boise Cascade where he worked as a company driver for four years before
convincing her to buy a truck.
“He had diesel in his veins,”
Bonnie said of her husband who
went through six trucks of his
own until retiring in 2011. In ealier years, Mike drove back east
looking for loads to get him back
through Boise to visit his family.
Bonnie was home raising their
two teenage children.
Bonnie said that Mike was “a
company man” and that being

Mike Rowland poses with one of his earlier Kenworth trucks that he
leased to BCT. Below, he is pictured more recently with Bonnie, his
wife of 56 years.
leased to BCT was only the second job he had during he lengthy

career. In 2002, Mike was recognized as one of the company’s
safest drivers with two million
miles of driving without a preventable accident. He was close to
three million when he retired.
Mike was particularly proud of
his grandchildren whose names,
Jacie, Emily and Jacob were all
painted on his trucks. “He loved
them dearly,” Bonnie said.
Mike and Bonnie kept in
touch with the trucking “old timers” by visiting for a regular Saturday morning coffee gathering.
A Celebration of Life for Mike
will be held June 26 at the Maple
Grove Grange from 2-4 pm.
See Chris Linder’s thoughts of
working with Mike Rowland over the
years….Page 6
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From: Mark Kowlzan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Date: March 29, 2021
Earlier this month, we marked the one-year anniversary of our nation going into lockdown to limit
the spread of COVID. So much has happened in the past twelve months. Though this pandemic has
not ended, and while many challenges still lie before us, the arrival of spring brings hope that fuels
our optimism for the future.
We now have three vaccines authorized for emergency use by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). The rate of vaccination is picking up all across the nation. On average, about
2.2 million doses of the vaccine are being administered every day. As the vaccines become more
accessible, we are hopeful that we can work toward herd immunity and set the stage for a strong
recovery.
On a personal note, two weeks ago I received the second dose of the Moderna vaccine. Per
CDC guidelines, since the waiting period of two weeks has now passed, I am considered “fully vaccinated.” A few other members of the leadership team have also been vaccinated. We are all feeling
well and have had no adverse reactions to the vaccine. Many states across the country are prioritizing vaccinating essential manufacturing workers ― that includes most of you. Vaccines are being
administered free of charge. In addition, PCA’s pandemic policy also covers pay relief for time away
from work to get vaccinated. As vaccines become available and when it is your turn, I hope you join
the fight against COVID by getting vaccinated.
While some states are lifting restrictions and mask mandates, I would like to be clear that within
our facilities, we will continue to take all safety precautions and follow CDC guidelines. This means
we will continue to wear masks, wash our hands and maintain social distance. It is my sincere hope
that you will follow the same practices outside of work.
All through this pandemic, together with the leadership team, I have been closely following
COVID cases among our co-workers across all facilities. While the rate of infection has slowed, PCA
employees are still becoming ill with this virus. In addition, there is increasing concern about transmissible virus variants that could jeopardize the progress we have made. This pandemic is still not
behind us. Your actions and choices can save lives, so please choose to be vaccinated and continue to follow CDC guidelines.
Although many of us are growing weary, we remain resilient and determined to fight this virus ―
not only for ourselves, but also for our loved ones. Together, we will emerge better and stronger.
Thank you for everything you continue to do to help our nation recover.

1 North Field Court, Lake Forest, IL 60045 (800) 456-4725 www.packagingcorp.com
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Driver
ALANIZ, RAUL F
ALLEN, MICHAEL W
BATES, RONALD W
BOLANOS, MARTIN
BRITTON, JAMES J
CASTELO, CARLOS L
CRAIN, STEVEN A
CRITNEY, NATHAN J
CRUZ, JUAN L
DALTON, MICHAEL E
DAVIS, KEVIN M
DRAPER, SAMUEL O
EVANS, SCOTTIE L
FARIAS, BENJAMIN
HADLEY, TIMOTHY
HILL, MICHAEL A
LAMONT, VICTOR L
MOHNS, MICHAEL
ROOS, TODD
TAMAYO, RAMON
THARP, CASEY
WILLIAMS, DERICK

Start
4/5/2019
4/19/2012
4/4/2017
4/1/2015
4/2/2008
4/10/2014
4/27/1997
4/1/2019
4/23/2018
4/1/2019
4/3/2018
4/10/2018
4/16/2012
4/30/2018
4/18/2011
4/3/2018
4/13/2020
4/17/1994
4/6/2020
4/15/2020
4/8/2015
4/11/2016

Location
Wallula BCT
Vancouver BCT
Waco Container
Wallula BCT
Columbus Container
Wallula Hurley
DeRidder Trkg
Columbus Container
Wallula BCT
Salem Container
LCC South BCT
LCC South BCT
DeRidder Trkg
Wallula Container
Columbus Container
Columbus Container
DeRidder Trkg
Columbus Container
Vancouver BCT
Wallula BCT
Vancouver Chips BCT
Jackson BCT

Years
2
9
4
6
13
7
24
2
3
2
3
3
9
3
10
3
1
27
1
1
6
5

CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Feb. 10, 2021

10%

46%

0%

78%

61%

60

March 8, 2021

8%

47%

0%

76%

66%

60

10%

46%

0%

82%

56%

74

Feb. 10, 2021

1%

0%

0%

34%

0%

36

March 8, 2021

1%

0%

0%

32%

3%

35

April 6, 2021

0%

0%

0%

34%

8%

35

BCT, Inc.

April 6, 2021
Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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Mike Mohns is the Senior Driver at Columbus. He
started in April of 1994 and held several positions before
landing in the trucking department.

Columbus Terminal Manaager Rob Roop describes
Mike as “a very dependable driver who is always willing to
do what it takes to satisfy our customers.”
When he’s away from work, Mike enjoys time in his
Jeep and being with his children and grandchildren.
Family pic (left) Mike and Laura Mohns. Son Davis on
the right with wife Rachael. Son Ryan with daughter
Nora. Daughter on the left with husband Josh and daughters Paislee and Delaynee.
Below left is at a reindeer farm in Palmer, Alaska and
some of the extreme jeeping is pictured below.

“Life is like baseball. It’s
the number of times you
reach home safely that
counts.”
This was shared by Ross Corthell, VP of Transportation
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More miles, fewer preventables lower March AFR
OwnerOperators
continue to
perform at a
high level of
safety and
the Accident
Frequency
Rate (AFR)
for March
was low…
0.59.

There was a spike in miles
logged, from 1.2 million in February to 1.7 million in March.
So far in 2021, Company
trucks have been involved in 4
preventable accidents in 1.8 million miles driven for an AFR of
2.22.

Randy Bailey
Mgr. of Driver
Services and
Safety

There
have been
five preventable accidents year-to-date for a
three-month AFR of 1.13. That’s
close to the goal of 1.0 for 2021.

Owners have recorded just
one preventable accident in 2.6
million miles for an AFR of
just .38.
“Overall, it was a pretty good
month,” said Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety. “Thanks to all the drivers that
are getting it done safely.”

Flap hanger knocks
out air and electrical

Backing driver hits
semi and dock railing
A Company Driver was
backing into a customer’s dock
in Duncanville, Texas the morning of March 9 when he hit another semi with his DOT bumper. The fuel tank of the parked
tractor was damaged causing a
small fuel spill. The right side of
the trailer also hit the railing on
the right side.

BCT hit in the rear
on Texas freeway
A Company trailer was hit
from behind by a Chevrolet
pickup the morning of March
17. The driver was in slow traffic
on I-20 in Dallas when the collision happened. There were a
few scratches on the BCT trailer
but front end damage to the
pickup.

An Owner-Operator was on
the I-20 off ramp in Dallas, Texas the afternoon of March 3
when the tractor’s left mud flap
hanger was caught on the lower
rail bending it. The bent hanger
caught airlines and the electrical
cord, tearing them .

Wide turn involves
three Wallula trailers
A Hostler at the PCA yard in
Wallula turned too sharp while
pulling a trailer. That trailer
caught the front of a parked
trailer causing it to slide into a
third trailer. The report lists cosmetic scratches on two of the
trailers and bent landing gear
on the third.

Merging pickup hits
another PCA tractor
In another Texas collision, a
Company Driver was on I-35
near Waxahachie, Texas when

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY

2021 3-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March

2
2
1

1.38
1.56
0.59

Total

5

1.13

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive
driving to do everything
reasonable to prevent the
accident.
** The number of preventable wrecks per million miles
a Dodge pickup pulling a trailer
merged into the PCA tractor
causing minor damage to the
running board.
There was minor damage to
the fender of the trailer pulled
by the Dodge.

Passenger mirror lost
to highway sign
A passenger side mirror was
damaged when the driver of a
Company Truck clipped a detour sign while travelling on
Highway 60 near Montebello,
California. The incident happened the morning of March 22.

Deer hits side of
truck in Indiana
A deer suicide was reported
the morning of March 23 after it
leaped into a Company truck on
Highway 4 near Bloomington,
Indiana. The PCA tractor received damage to the left fender
and steps.
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for their
help making our business
work and better serving our
customers safely.

Stephanie helps solve
missing trailer mystery
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
I would like to thank Stephanie in Waco for helping me sort
out the location on some Hi-Cube
trailers in Texas. While trying to
clean up some info in Samsara, I
found one unit # on two separate
tracking devices. Stephanie
helped me quickly pinpoint the
correct trailer and locations.
Thanks Stephanie!

Trucking
Hage again praised
for handling relief
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.

Once again I’d like to thank
Mike Hage for being able to handle vacation relief for any board in
the LCC & Jackson. We had 2
people off Monday and he offered
to come in early and handle the
Jackson board. Thanks Mike.

Threesome helps deal
with emergency issues
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
Props to Mike Babynko, Shana Freedman and Andy Sarrazin for handling the Burley
emergency roll situation this
week. I know folks at the Wallula
mill did a lot of jumping through
hoops, but I witnessed firsthand

how these three handled all the
changes. As a PCA stockholder
I’m very glad you guys are on the
team.

Getchel takes role
of training Herrera
From Abel Franco
Commerce Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank Commerce driver Daniel Getchel for
doing a great job training our new
driver Ernest Herrera. Thanks
Daniel!

Drivers makes best
of difficult situation
From Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank Curtis
Anderson for stepping up to the
plate! Curtis arrived to our cus(Continued on page 15)

“Family Time”
Every minute counts. We are
so Blessed! Grandkids are the
best. Brashawn’s first fish.
-Owner Operators
Jamie & Mary Jackson
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Kudos
(Continued from page 14)

tomer to pick up his load and
finds out that the customer has
loaded the wrong trailer. Knowing that this was throwing a
curve ball into our driver’s hours
to make delivery time-Curtis
safely and quickly came back to
our Vancouver yard and picked
up another trailer to take back to
customer to be live loaded.
Thank you Curtis for making
it happen and taking care of our
customer!

Ames always helpful
at yard in Boise

Randy Bailey

Randy Bailey
Safety and DOT Compliance
I appreciate the help of Jerry
Ames in keeping the Boise yard
in order and always being available when someone has a questions on weights or how certain
equipment works.
Also appreciate him taking
the time to help new recruits get
off on the right foot.

Allentown drivers get
lunch for special effort
Allentown Terminal Mgr.
Shaun Reilly said thanks to drivers for “keeping up with volumes
of freight while being down a driver.”
Lunch was involved with the
thank you. In the top photo is
Steven Weems and Vinny
Spohn. Left is Jeff Hollenbach
and Luis Portes.

Thanks for all you do Jerry.

Top player Madi Roop signs to play
college ball at Emmanuel College
Madi Roop, the daughter of Columbus Terminal Mgr. Rob Roop, signed a letter-of-intent to play
volleyball at Emmanuel College.
Roop led the Bull Dogs with 194 kills and 225
digs and had 14 aces last fall in earning team MVP
and honorable mention All-Conference Indiana
honors.

Madi Roop at signing ceremony

Emmanuel is a Division II school in Frankling
Springs, Georgia. The Lions currently were 9-4
with one match remaining before the Conference
Carolinas Tournament.
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Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space be
tween
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly
the same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Driver Distractions”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the lesson.

Safety training for the
Professional Drivers
of PCA & BCT

